
THE ROAD AHEAD

Contact

Keeping our core values of reliability, dependability 
and sustainability at heart, Brausch is starting its 

next journey of growth.

As a board we are committed to making sure we 
deliver on our values to our customers while 
expanding our network so we can control our 

service levels and offer superior service 
nationwide.

20  Ra Ora Drive

East Tamaki, Auckland . 2013

09 265 1947

info@brausch.co.nz

www.Brausch.co.nz

About Brausch

BRAUSCH 

TRANSPORT LTD

WE DELIVER — COLD, ON TIME & 

EVERY TIMEBrausch was founded on April 1, 2003 by Glen 
“Brasha” Brausch, who realised the need for 

efficient and reliable service in the chilled 
transport industry. He started with one truck — a 

six-wheeler refrigerated truck — and grew it to the 
large fleet we have today. 

In mid-2020, new owners were bought on board 
with the vision to take the business to next stage.

The business remains 100% Kiwi owned and 
operated.Over 17 years our objective has remained the 

same: to reliably deliver chilled goods with care, 
on time, every time.



Our Network

We have depots located in Auckland and 

Palmerston North and cover all routes via east 

coast, west coast and central highways.

We also deliver to main South Island centers.

Our FleetRefrigerated right

Focused on Sustainability as we up grade our 
fleet. We are making sure our Trailers feature the 
latest technology in temperature retainment, for 

longer, greater safety, The goods remain well 
chilled, even if its hot outside.

Calibrated regularly to maintain correct 
temperature control.

Lower emissions 
for the 
environment

Reduces fuel 
consumption by 
the refrigeration 
unit.

Unique insulation system, allows for ;

Improved energy 
balance over the 
entire trailer

We run a reliable fleet of late-model Trucks with 
the latest safety and emission control features.

We take pride in our vehicles.

Brausch has built an exceptional reputation 
through the years of delivering on time with 

product in good condition. We pride ourselves on 
this and work hard everyday to maintain this 

standard. In order to maintain our reliability, we 
are constantly investing in new fleet with an 

average line-haul truck age of 3.5 years. 

Our wide range of fleet gives you a solution to your 
transport needs. 

Brausch Transport is able to offer Hard sider chilled 
and Frozen, Chilled B Train, Ambient B Train, Metro 

Hard sider with tail lift and Metro Curtin sider 
transportation. 


